
Unveiling the Forgotten History: The American
Indians As Slaveholders And Secessionists
The history of the United States is often portrayed as a narrative of
progress and equality, yet this narrative fails to fully acknowledge the
complex and often contradictory roles played by various groups in the
nation's past. One such group is the American Indians, whose experiences
and contributions have been both celebrated and marginalized in the
annals of American history.
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Among the lesser-known aspects of American Indian history is their
involvement in slavery and the secessionist movement leading up to the
Civil War. While the institution of slavery is often associated with the
antebellum South and the African American population, the reality is that
slavery was a widespread practice among many Native American tribes.
Moreover, a significant number of American Indians supported the
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Confederacy during the Civil War, aligning themselves with the Southern
states in their bid to preserve slavery and maintain their way of life.

This article aims to shed light on this forgotten chapter in American history,
exploring the complex interplay of factors that led to American Indians'
involvement in slavery and secession. By examining the historical context,
motivations, and consequences of these actions, we gain a deeper
understanding of the complexities of race, identity, and power dynamics in
the United States.

American Indians and Slavery

The practice of slavery among Native American tribes predated European
colonization, with many tribes engaging in the capture, trade, and
enslavement of individuals from neighboring tribes or conquered
populations. Slavery took various forms, ranging from temporary servitude
to lifelong bondage, and often involved the adoption of enslaved individuals
into the tribe as a form of labor and status differentiation.

The arrival of Europeans and the transatlantic slave trade introduced new
dynamics to the institution of slavery among American Indians. European
settlers brought with them their own racialized notions of slavery, which
influenced the way Native Americans viewed and treated enslaved
individuals. Additionally, the demand for labor in the expanding agricultural
economies of the American South created a market for enslaved Native
Americans, leading to increased raiding and capture of individuals from
neighboring tribes.

By the mid-19th century, slavery had become a deeply entrenched
institution among many American Indian tribes, particularly in the



southeastern United States. Tribes such as the Cherokee, Creek,
Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Seminole held thousands of enslaved
individuals, many of whom were African Americans. The institution of
slavery served various purposes within Native American societies,
providing a source of labor, economic wealth, and social status.

American Indians and the Secessionist Movement

The rise of the secessionist movement in the Southern states was driven
by a complex mix of economic, political, and social factors, including the
issue of slavery. As tensions between the North and South escalated, many
American Indians found themselves caught in the middle. Some tribes,
particularly those with significant ties to the Southern economy and way of
life, aligned themselves with the Confederacy, while others remained loyal
to the Union.

The decision to support the Confederacy was motivated by a variety of
factors. For some tribes, such as the Cherokee, Creek, and Seminole, the
preservation of slavery was paramount. These tribes had developed deep
economic and cultural ties to the institution of slavery, and they feared that
its abolition would undermine their way of life.

Other tribes, such as the Comanche and Kiowa, saw the secessionist
movement as an opportunity to regain lost lands and assert their
sovereignty against the encroaching United States government. They
believed that by supporting the Confederacy, they could gain leverage and
negotiate more favorable terms for themselves after the war.

The Civil War and Reconstruction



The American Civil War had a profound impact on American Indians,
exacerbating existing tensions and fracturing their relationship with the
United States government. Tribes that had supported the Confederacy
faced retribution from the Union, while those that had remained loyal were
often rewarded with increased autonomy and recognition.

The Reconstruction era brought both opportunities and challenges for
American Indians. The abolition of slavery led to the emancipation of
enslaved individuals held by Native American tribes, but it also created a
new set of challenges related to land rights, citizenship, and economic
development. The federal government's efforts to assimilate Native
Americans into mainstream American society through policies such as
forced removal and boarding schools had a devastating impact on their
cultures and communities.

The involvement of American Indians in slavery and the secessionist
movement is a complex and often overlooked aspect of American history.
By examining this history, we gain a deeper understanding of the
complexities of race, identity, and power dynamics in the United States.

The American Indians who participated in slavery and secession did so for
a variety of reasons, reflecting the diverse experiences and perspectives of
Native American tribes. Their actions were shaped by a combination of
historical factors, economic interests, and political alliances.

The legacy of slavery and secession continues to resonate in American
Indian communities today. The struggle for recognition, reparations, and
self-determination remains an ongoing challenge for Native Americans,
who continue to fight for their rights and the preservation of their cultures.



By acknowledging and understanding this forgotten history, we can work
towards a more just and equitable future for all Americans.
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